
Chords and their progressions: Brooks, Jan 2016

Chord progressions are not alphabetical but they're not random either. You pick
the desired key and the "Circle of sths" reveals the chords most commonly used
and their progression.

As an example, the chords and their progression in the song "Five Foot Two" in
the key of C are: CE7 A7 D7 G7 C. Note where this sequence of chords
appears in fig 1.
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Notice that we also have generic names for the chords (see the Roman numerals
in fig 1). The same generic names apply in other keys. ln fig 2, observe that the
generic names have shifted so that the I is now over the G and so the chord
progression for "Five Foot Two" in G becomes: G 87 E7 A7 D7 G.

ls this "Circle of 5ths" useful? lt turns out that this pattern and a few others are
found again and again in other songs so if you memorize the progression, you'll
be less dependent on the music and your playing will become smoother and more
personal. Two ways to memorize the "Circle of 5ths" is with the acronym
BEADGCF (the chord names in sequence) and by playing the sequence over and
over training your muscle memory.

Another common pattern brings in the lV chord and is illustrated by "Oh
Susanna" with a chord progression:lY77!7 INJVT IYTI
ln C, this would be C G7 C G7 C F C7 C V7 C.
ln F, this would be F C7 F C7 F Bb C7 F C7 F

verse bridge verse
Note the'Echord is counterclockwise from thelchord in the Circle.
Now all you have to do is memorize the lyrics and hear when to change chords -
then you can begin to "own" the song. Wouldn't you like to have one^song to
play without the music ! !


